
Oil

Oil prices struggled on Thursday after surging U.S. crude output hit another record and U.S. inventories rose more than expected. The 
Brent front month dipped to 70,65 USD/bbl, down 1,43 USD/bbl from its previous close. This morning oil markets look stable, but 
remain weak as rising supply and concerns of an economic slowdown pressure prices. Brent is down by nearly 20 per cent from the 
four-year high it reached in early October, but we expect the market to be neutral today.

Gas

Gas flows via the Norwegian pipeline infrastructure suffered quite some losses yesterday due to unplanned outages, which in turn 
drove prompt prices in the markets in northwestern Europe higher. The impulse also initially filtered through to the longer end of the 
price curve, while rising emissions and power prices played their part in this development as well. The late session saw prices dropping 
back though as softer coal contracts seemingly weighed. Prompt prices are likely tending softer today as outages are overcome to a big 
extent, though longer dated contracts might remain supported.

Coal

European coal contracts initially pushed higher again yesterday. Mid session though the market reversed course and traded softer 
again. The API2 Cal ‘19 contract ended the day at 89,09 USD/t, down a full 2,81 USD/t on the day. The move was seemingly partly driven 
by oil prices slipping in the afternoon with U.S. inventories shwoing another build. Partly the move seems triggered by the Asian market, 
which remains week due to subdued demand and saw Newcastle prices dropping to a new 6-month low. We might see lees pronounced 
moves today though.

Carbon

The Dec ‘18 contract ended yesterday’s session at 19,56 EUR/t, up 0,94 EUR/t from its previous close.It seems the underlying upward 
trend is quite strong at the moment after the recent losses and the following turn around. A recent improvement in margins of coal-
fired plants also helps this move. Currently talsk and analyses in the market see prices to recover towards or over 20 EUR/t again. We 
expect a small increase today.

Hydro

The mild and fairly dry weather trend seems to continue according to the most recent prognoses. Around the weekend we should 
expect some rain fall though and the total expected precipitation for the coming 15 days is around normal for this time of the year. The 
temperatures are still expected well above normal for the coming period. The total hydrological balance is below normal, which is limiting 
the down side for the time being. 

Germany

The German power market continued this weeks trajectory and booked further gains. The move is partly considered a technical correc-
tion to recent losses and which might not be finished yet. But there have been supporting factors as well. Early gains in the coal market 
helped into the first half of the trading session. Though they slipped again later, jumping emissions prices lend support instead. The 
Cal-19 contract fell back from its day high at 52,10 EUR/MWh though to finish the day at around 50,80 EUR/MWh.

Equities

There wasn’t any clear movement in equity indices yesterday, however a small majority of indices ended in red. Yesterday’s Fed meeting 
does not offer any surprises and rates remained untouched. They also said that monetary policy will gradually be tighter. There were no 
signs of central bank worries about stock markets so another rate hike in December is still expected. We expect sideways movements 
today without any clear direction again.

Conclusion

Thursday the Nordic power market continued up on rising German power, strong carbon prices and fairly dry weather forecasts. The 
Q1-19 contract gained 1,09 EUR/MWh before closing at 48,15 EUR/MWh, while the YR-19 contract closed at 38,80 EUR/MWh, which 
is 0,70 EUR/MWh higher than Wednesday’s closing. Relatively dry weather forecasts and the solid carbon prices are pointing upwards 
again, while German power market is partly down this morning. We expect at slightly upwards move today.
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